
COMP101: Review Session 2
With Mason and Tony



COMP101: Course Updates

● No assignments currently out! That should hopefully free up some time 
tonight to study for the quiz!

● COMP101: Quiz 2 is scheduled for Friday February 22 (tomorrow). It’ll 
focus heavily on arrays and loops, and if-else/else-if statements. 

● Like all the quizzes we’ve seen so far, it will assume competence in the 
topics we’ve already tested on (variables, data types, logical operators, 
etc.)

● If there was a rough patch in understanding for any topic we’ve already 
covered in the course, try and fix it sooner rather than later because we will 
build on it! Submit a ticket and have a TA help you out with it!



Syntax Shortcuts-

Updating Number Variables

Immediately reassign a variable a new value based on its previous value

Original Shortcut

x = x + 2; x += 2;

x = x - 2; x -= 2;

x = x * 2; x *= 2;

x = x / 2; x /= 2;

We can also change the 
value of a variable by 
another variable:

let a = 5;
let b = 7;
b -= a;
a += a + b; // a = 12, b = 2



Syntax Shortcuts-

Increment and Decrement

Incrementing-
Adding 1 to a number variable

uncScore = uncScore + 1;

uncScore += 1;

uncScore++;

Decrementing-
Subtracting 1 from a number variable

zionShoes = zionShoes - 1;

zionShoes -= 1;

zionShoes--;



Syntax Shortcuts-

else-if

Serves the same purpose as nesting if-then in an else block. Does not 
change the logic- just looks cleaner

Remove curly braces 
surrounding nested 
if-then, fix spacing



Review-

While Loops

- While loops are used to repeatedly run a block 
of code, based on some boolean test

- We commonly use while loops when we want 
to do something a specific number of times:

let i = 0;

while (i < ____) {

// do something

i++;

}



Infinite Loops

We will loop forever if the 
test never evaluates to false

To avoid this, some value in 
the test should change 
inside the repeat block in a 
way that falsifies the test

Infinite Loop-
i will always equal 0, which 
will always be <3

Infinite Loop-
Even though we change the 
value of i, since its value is 
decreasing it will still always 
be <3

Not an infinite loop-
Will run three times, when 
i=0, i=1, and i=2. Will stop 
running when i=3.

Infinite Loops



Hands-On: if-else and while loops

Printed outputs:

6 12 18 20
Independent
if-then statements

Dependent
else-if statements



If / Else Code Tracing example

Initial values: 

Output: 3 4 2 4 5

bool: true num1: 4 num2: 8 num3: 20



Check in on 
Course.care! ACF81



Introduction to Arrays: Direct Initialization

“A” “B” “C” “D” “E” “F” “G”

0 1 2 3 4 5 6



Arrays: Assigning Values

● The syntax for assigning values to specific array indices is as follows: 

let arr = [];
arr[0] = 1;

name index value



Using the .length property: Appending

let arr = [1,2,3,4];
arr[arr.length]= 5;

● To append a value to the end of an array, you can use the .length property 
that all arrays come with.



Using the .length property: Looping Range

let arr = [1,2,3,4];
let i = 0;

while(i < arr.length){
arr[i] = arr[i] + 1;
i++;

}

● In order to loop over the 
range of an array and do 
something at each of its 
indices, use the .length 
property when setting the 
boolean conditional for 
the while loop. 



Introduction to Arrays: Population

1 2 3 4 5 6

0 1 2 3 4 5 60

0



Warm Up Problem 2: Follow along on pen and paper if you want!

What is the final value of the array “arr2”? [4, 3, 2, 1]



Practice Problem 1:

What is the final value of the array “arr2”?
[“10”, “o”, “10”, 
“!”]


